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Abstract—Exchanging haptic information over best-effort networks such as the Internet presents challenges due to the extremely high sensitivity to network impairments, especially the simultaneous occurrence of time-varying network latency and packet loss. Subsequently, the haptic interaction experience is deteriorated along with a reduction in the fidelity. In this paper we present a new approach to mitigate the effects of network impairments, termed Trust Strategy Prediction. As well as evaluation of TSP in quantitative model is presented in terms of accuracy and smoothness of haptic updates and compared with two well-known techniques used in haptic data prediction: Dead Reckoning and velocity/yank Estimation with filtering mechanism.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Performing haptic interactive application over the Internet enables users to exchange haptic data through the Internet service providers. Haptics require laws or policies to specify the action and reaction between force (i.e. force with Cartesian vector) and motion (i.e. kinematics with Jacobian transpose) [1]. Therefore, haptic data involves positions, angles, velocities, forces and torques, which demands stringent requirements in terms of network time latency and packet exchange rate [2]. Such real-time, extremely high transmission rate and loss-sensitive nature of haptic interactive applications poses a serious challenge whenever haptic data is transmitted over the best effort network (i.e. the Internet), which is a non-administrative communication channel and varies over time according to the network conditions. Conventionally, haptic type of network traffic is not prioritized but shares the same network bandwidth with many other types of network traffic (i.e. text, graphics, audio and video). Unlike the administrative network with quality of service (QoS) which allows configuring the specific type of traffic to have privilege treatment and higher priority of network propagation [3], best-effort network is unavoidable to be influenced by the network impairment. For example, haptic interactions can be simultaneously affected by packet loss and network latency with jitter over the Internet. It will eventually lead to poor experience, instability and low fidelity in haptic interaction.

The solutions to mitigate against latency and packet loss in networked haptic systems have been proposed by using approaches consisting of selection of Internet protocols [4], network with QoS [3], control system techniques [5], buffering control [6] and signal processing algorithms [7]. These approaches mainly aim to minimize the negative experience in haptic interaction due to the network impairments. In addition, these approaches tend to be used together with data prediction techniques in order to further ensure the stability and optimize fidelity. One common approach to deal with the issue of real-time interactions that are affected by network impairments is to compensate using prediction mechanisms [8]. In haptic operation, the aid of prediction algorithm attempts to forecast the haptic data based on historical data and then apply the predicted data before the actual data is being received. On the other hand, the evaluations of haptic experiences with proposed mechanisms or frameworks generally involve subjective assessments using Mean Opinion Scores (MOS), task completion time or a haptic perceptibility rating. As such, the human-perception qualitative analyses can indicate which mechanisms or frameworks are working well as compared to others. However, it does not clearly, or quantitatively, show how well the mechanisms or frameworks are performing.

In this paper, an evaluation using a quantitative analysis model in terms of accuracy and smoothness of haptic updates is presented for TSP and it is compared with two common prediction techniques applied in haptic data processing: Dead Reckoning (DR), and velocity/yank Estimation with filtering mechanism (E+F). The quantity of haptic experience in the aspects of accuracy and smoothness haptic update are evaluated in our quantitative analysis. The accuracy is quantified by the discrepancy value between desired haptic data and predicted haptic data; the smoothness update is quantified by the discrepancy value between the last updated and current update haptic data. This quantitative analysis has presented the human perception with quantified results which illustrate how well the performances of mechanisms or frameworks are, in terms of accuracy and smoothness of haptic update. In addition, the advantage of using quantitative analysis in haptic data prediction is that the maximum
threshold of network impairments for just-noticeable different (JND) in stability of haptic interaction can be easily identified. The reminder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II reviews the literature on haptic data processing using prediction approaches and evaluation methods; Section III discusses the TSP framework; Section IV describes the experimental platform and testing scenarios; Section V shows the outcome of the quantitative results and finally the conclusions are presented in Section VI.

II. HAPTIC DATA PROCESSING USING PREDICTIVE AND EVALUATION APPROACHES

The key requirement in networked haptic interaction is to achieve realism which has the ability to produce a natural and smooth gesture or body movement, tactile or touch sensory feedback between haptic environments without the restriction of distance. Nevertheless, it recognized that it is difficult to maintain a satisfactory user experience whenever there are network impairments. To mitigate the negative haptic experience caused by network impairments, the current trend of networked haptic research is inclined to incorporate data prediction techniques into the haptic data processing [8].

Many prediction techniques have been applied in haptic interactive applications, especially for those connected through best-effort networks which are simultaneously impaired by network latency and packet loss. Prediction techniques such as deadband [9], linear prediction method [10], DR [11], Smith-prediction [8], Bayesian-prediction [12] and velocity estimation [13][14] have been considered to solve network latency and packet loss. Moreover, to achieve real-time smooth haptic updates, smooth filtering is applied along with the haptic data prediction. Methods such as least-squares [13], median filtering techniques [14], Lyapunov-Krasovskii-like function [5] and moving average filter [15] are commonly used to maintain the stability of haptic updates.

In addition, in order to evaluate the performance of proposed mechanisms or frameworks, many haptic researchers tend to make use of subjective assessments to identify whether proposed mechanisms or frameworks are better than others. In [11][13][16][17][18] have carried out users’ experience surveys by using MOS and haptic perceptibility rating as the rating of quality of experience (QoE) to subjectively evaluate effect of haptic experience under network impairments. The evaluations on how network impairments affect the haptic experience have shown that impairments lead to unsatisfactory user experience. On the other hand, the evaluation approach used by Osman et al. [22][23] is through assessment of time completion. The faster the completion, the greater is judged the performance of the mechanisms or frameworks.

III. TSP FRAMEWORK

Due to network impairments, de-synchronization of haptic data between interactive environments has been a major obstacle in achieving realistic of haptic interaction. As a result, operators experience low fidelity in haptic performance, resulting in coarse, irregular movement and abrupt force reflection feedback. To minimize poor user experience due to haptic data de-synchronization, TSP is proposed. TSP is based on historical haptic data and connectivity information such as delay duration and rate of packet loss to predict the haptic data in real-time/current time. It hence contributes to the stability (smoothness update) and realism (accuracy of predicted result) of haptic interactions over best effort networks such as the Internet. The framework proposed in this paper consists of two contributions such as haptic data processing and TSP modelling which will be discussed in section III.A and section III.B respectively.

A. Haptic Data Processing

The purpose of this is to receive haptic data from the network and keep the sequence in a timely manner even if the data arrives out-of-sequence. This approach also retains relatively recent haptic data, which is still valid to the prediction, rather than keeping only the very latest data. Upon reception of the data, haptic data processing is performed to ensure the received haptic data is valid and in sequence while maintaining the timeline between haptic environments. In order to maintain timeliness, a timestamp is attached to each haptic packet. At the receiver side, the timestamp can be used to track the current status of network delay $DT$ which is obtained from (1), the difference between the packet received time $RT$ and packet timestamp $ST$.

\[
DT = RT(t) - ST(t) \tag{1}
\]

The verification of valid haptic data is through comparison of the delay between the incoming data and the stored data. Only the five most relatively recent sets of haptic are data retained in the haptic database. For example, Figure 1 presents the scenario when the incoming data has 25ms of delay, the haptic data processing first compares its delay with the delay of the fifth haptic data (the oldest data in the haptic database). If the incoming data is more recent than the fifth data, the fifth data is deleted otherwise the incoming is discarded. Secondly, the valid incoming data needs to be allocated in the right sequence with a timely concern. In Figure 1, the incoming data is
allocated between the first and second data because its delay is smaller than the second data and bigger than the first data. Then the original second, third and fourth data need to be reallocated with a new sequence of third, fourth and fifth respectively.

With the five relatively new haptic data, TSP then obtains the velocity and yank estimations according to the haptic data by using (2) for position data and (3) for force data.

\[
V(t) = \frac{X(t) - X(t-1)}{ST(t) - ST(t-1)}
\]

\[
Y(t) = \frac{F(t) - F(t-1)}{ST(t) - ST(t-1)}
\]

where \(V(t)\) and \(Y(t)\) are the velocity (position per unit time) and yank (force per unit time) respectively; \(X(t)\) and \(F(t)\) are the latest position and force value respectively; \((t-1)\) which represent as previous notation. It is worth to note that due to the network impairments, the last received data is not necessary to be the most recent data.

B. Trust Strategy Prediction (TSP) Modelling

![Figure 2. Eligible update range and trusted range obtaining form velocity/yank estimation.](image)

With the values of velocity and yank estimations, TSP can then start to predict the current status of haptic update. The concept of TSP is based on one of the three behaviours such as untrusted, trusting and trusted behaviour which identified by the latest acquired velocity and yank, is to be applied in the prediction. Each behaviour will have different approach of prediction to estimate the current haptic data. Figure 2 shows that each acquired velocity or yank has its own set of eligible update range (EUR \([V, Y]\)) and trusted range (TR \([V, Y]\)) with maximum and minimum values of the ranges that obtain from (4)-(5) and (6)-(7) respectively. With the EUR, the ratios of the ranges are dynamically defined by percentage of the current network delay while \(C_{AP}\) in (6) and (7) is the arbitrary prediction constant which has statically set to 0.03 for the best performance in accuracy and smoothness of haptic updates. The value of \(C_{AP}\) is obtained by several trails and then error tuning under the experimental platform.

After ranges of TR and EUR have been acquired, the process of TSP is then process to provide smooth movement and consistency of haptic update while maintaining the accuracy of haptic data prediction. TSP consists of three prediction behaviours such as untrusted, trusting and trusted behaviour. Each behaviour produces a different predicted result which relies on various network characteristics and historical of haptic data. Every incoming haptic data will have to go through this process and subsequently, the execution of haptic update will be based on the predicted result from a specific behaviour.

\[
\text{EUR}_V = \begin{cases} 
\text{EUR}_{V,\text{MAX}} = V(t-1) + (V(t-1) \times DT \times 100) \\
\text{EUR}_{V,\text{MIN}} = V(t-1) - (V(t-1) \times DT \times 100)
\end{cases} \] (4)

\[
\text{EUR}_Y = \begin{cases} 
\text{EUR}_{Y,\text{MAX}} = Y(t-1) + (Y(t-1) \times DT \times 100) \\
\text{EUR}_{Y,\text{MIN}} = Y(t-1) - (Y(t-1) \times DT \times 100)
\end{cases} \] (5)

\[
\text{TR}_V = \begin{cases} 
\text{TR}_{V,\text{MAX}} = V(t-1) + (V(t-1) \times C_{AP}) \\
\text{TR}_{V,\text{MIN}} = V(t-1) - (V(t-1) \times C_{AP})
\end{cases} \] (6)

\[
\text{TR}_Y = \begin{cases} 
\text{TR}_{Y,\text{MAX}} = Y(t-1) + (Y(t-1) \times C_{AP}) \\
\text{TR}_{Y,\text{MIN}} = Y(t-1) - (Y(t-1) \times C_{AP})
\end{cases} \] (7)

1) Untrusted Behaviour

![Figure 3. Untrusted behaviour where the new velocity is out of the eligible update range.](image)

The situation of untrusted behaviour is occurred during a large velocity discrepancy between new and previous velocities. This phenomenon could possibly happen due to burst packet loss and a large gap between variable delays and users will immediately feel the abrupt movement and/or force reaction. In addition, it will trigger a large data discrepancy as compared to the source. As Figure 3 shows that the identifier of untrusted behaviour is when the new velocity is out of the range of EUR and TR. Therefore, the new velocity cannot be directly applied into the prediction. The replacement of new velocity \(V_r\) and new yank \(Y_r\) are calculated with sample moving average from the three latest velocities as shown in (8) and (9) respectively.

\[
V_r = \frac{V(t) + V(t-1) + V(t-2)}{3} \] (8)

\[
Y_r = \frac{Y(t) + Y(t-1) + Y(t-2)}{3} \] (9)
2) Trusting Behaviour

The trusting behaviour is used to deal with inconsistencies of smoothness which can be identified when the latest velocity is within the EUR but out of the TR. Figure 4 as indicates. With the trusting behaviour, a replacement of the latest velocity is also needed in order to prevent unsmooth update. Unlike the formula used in untrusted behaviour, trusting behaviour applied weighted moving average and the formula is shown in (10) and (11) for position and force data respectively.

\[
V_r = \frac{3V(t) + 2V(t-1) + V(t-2)}{6} \quad (10)
\]

\[
Y_r = \frac{3Y(t) + 2Y(t-1) + Y(t-2)}{6} \quad (11)
\]

3) Trusted Behaviour

The last behaviour of TSP, trusted behaviour, is a straightforward process to predict the current position and force based on the latest velocity and yank without requirement of \(V_r\) or \(Y_r\) when latest velocity value is within the eligible update range and trusted range as shown in Figure 5. After the final velocity is identified and obtained, the predicted results can only be executed by using (12) and (13) for position and force value respectively. \(pX(t)\) and \(pF(t)\) which are the predicted position and force value in the current time \(T\).

\[
pX(t) = \begin{cases} 
X(t) + V(t) \left( T - ST(t) \right), & \text{if (Trusted Bhv.)} \\
X(t) + V(t) \left( T - ST(t) \right), & \text{else}
\end{cases} \quad (12)
\]

\[
pF(t) = \begin{cases} 
F(t) + Y(t) \left( T - ST(t) \right), & \text{if (Trusted Bhv.)} \\
F(t) + Y(t) \left( T - ST(t) \right), & \text{else}
\end{cases} \quad (13)
\]

IV. EXPERIMENTAL PLATFORM

The objective of experimental implementation is to study the quantitative analysis with the aspect of accuracy and smoothness in haptic update based on the predicted haptic data which is obtained from the three prediction techniques: DR, E+F and the proposed TSP. In terms of accuracy analysis, maximum and average of discrepancy between the haptic data from the transmitter and the predicted haptic data from the three prediction techniques, are compared. This analysis will determine which predictions provide the better accuracy as compared to others. The higher value of discrepancy, the lesser accurate produced by the prediction. As well as smoothness update analysis, maximum and average of haptic update inconsistency which is the absolute difference between the current predicted haptic data and last predicted haptic data, is compared. This is used to quantified and then verify the smoothness of movement. The larger the inconsistency value, the lesser the smoothness of the movement. This will trigger the abrupt vibration feedback if the large gap of inconsistency is updated. In addition, the one advantage of

Figure 6 shows the setup of the experimental platform that used to perform quantitative evaluation. The experimental setup involves two haptic environments: local and remote environment. The local environment consists of a Phantom Omni haptic device [22] as the haptic controller and interconnected to a local software agent which runs on a Core i5 microprocessor with 3.2GHz clock speed and 16GB DDR3 ram. The remote environment consists of remote software agent running on a Core i3 microprocessor with 3.4GHz clock speed and 4GB DDR3 ram. Both haptic environments are Internet Protocol network connected via a network emulator called NetDisturb [23] which is used to emulate network impairments onto the traffic flowing. The network emulator runs on a Pentium 4 microprocessor with 2.8GHz clock speed and 512MB SD ram. The software agents
and network simulator are connected by 1000BASE-T category 5e cables. User Datagram Protocol (UDP) is used as the network transmission protocol for packet exchange, at a rate of 1000 packets/second. During the experiment, a haptic program with spring effect is executed. While the operator is sense the spring effect by using Phantom Omni, the both position and force haptic data are transmitted to the remote environment. At the remote environment, the software agent is then received the incoming haptic data, process the predictions and finally output the predicted result for quantitative analysis.

In this setup, the communication models and their associated parameters have been pre-defined in order to conduct the testing under the Internet-like network impairments of variable delay (including different range of jitter) and packet loss. In order to compare the performance between DR, E+F and proposed TSP, there are 24 sets of testing scenarios (TS) as shown in Table 1 to be carried out. TS are based on different packet loss rate settings and various levels of jitter. The percentage of packets lost is configured according to the TS with the burst loss ranging from 1 packet to 20 packets. The NetDisturb applies a continuous uniform distribution [23] to generate the jitter values at random with three defined parameters such as alpha (minimum value of the range), beta (maximum value of the range) and constant delay. Throughout this experiment, the X axis base joint (known as turret left+) from the Phantom Omni’s, is used as the measurement unit of the predicted response in angular degree (˚) and force (N).

V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSIONS

All results are presented from Figure 7 to Figure 10. Two sets of vertical axis from the charts represent maximum value (blue column as primary vertical axis in left) and average (red line as secondary vertical axis in right) values; Horizontal axis represents the three prediction techniques among the 24 sets of TS and the performances of three prediction techniques are presented in every set of TS. Figure 7 and Figure 8 are to show the quantitative analysis in terms to accuracy and smoothness in haptic position update based on the three techniques of prediction.

Figure 7 illustrates the quantitative comparison between the prediction techniques with the aspect of accuracy in position data. The accuracy performance in DR prediction as indicated in Figure 7 is always deviated from the desired position with the highest position discrepancy in both maximum and average quantitative analysis. The accuracy performance in E+F is working well under influence of up to 20% packet loss. It is getting the performance as bad as DR when dealing with 30% and above rates of packet loss. Although the performance of TSP is getting bad as the variable delay is getting higher, the overall performance of TSP is still shown to be the least position discrepancy in both maximum and average as compared to DR and E+F. Furthermore, Figure 7 has also clearly pointed out how accurate are the techniques used in position data prediction among the TS. For example in TS15 which the setting of network impairments are 20% of packet loss and variable delay from 50ms to 100ms, the peak and average position discrepancy from the desired position using DR are 1.9° and 0.2° angular degree, while E+F are 1.6° and 0.14° and TSP are 0.95° and 0.14°. Figure 8 indicates the quantitative comparison of prediction techniques with the aspect of smoothness consistency in haptic position update. Figure 8 shows that the smoothness of haptic position update using DR always has the biggest gap between the position updates. The performance of E+F in average of update gap is working well under influence of up to 20% packet loss. It is getting the performance as bad as DR when dealing with 30% and above rates of packet loss. The performance of TSP is shown the best performance in both maximum and average of position update gap. With the concern of maximum of update gap throughout the TS, E+F and TSP are capable to control below 1.7° and 1.1° angular degree respectively while DR is up to 3.1°. The larger value of the gap in position update, the less smooth of haptic positional interaction. On the other hand, the smoothness update of position is very subjective to individual of human perception, but assumed that the JND on position update is around 1° angular degree gap which will trigger the human perception in noticing the unsmoothness of position update. The maximum of threshold of network impairments for TSP is able to undertake variable delay from 100ms to 200ms, while E+F can undertake from 50ms to 100ms and DR only from 20ms to 50ms.

Moreover, Figure 9 and Figure 10 are to present the quantitative analysis in terms of accuracy and smoothness in haptic force update based on the three techniques of haptic prediction. Figure 9 shows the comparison of prediction techniques with the aspect of accuracy in predicted force data. With both maximum and average discrepancy in predicted force data, TSP has always shown as the best performance among all the TS, following by E+F and the DR has the worst. With the unstable network connection as simulated based on TS24 which the setting of network impairments consists of variable delay range from 100ms to 200ms and 50% of packet loss, TSP is able to maintain the maximum and average force discrepancy from desired force in 0.48N and 0.076N of force respectively while DR is 0.68 and N 0.082N; E+F is 0.64N and 0.079N. Figure 10 presents the quantitative comparison of prediction techniques with the aspect of smoothness consistency in force update. With both maximum and average gap of force data update, TSP has always shown as the best performance in all the TS, following by E+F and the DR has the worst performance. If the JND on force update is assumed as 0.06N that will trigger the human perception in noticing perceptible vibration, TSP is able to undertake the network impairment up to variable delay range from 100ms to 200ms with 40% of packet loss, while E+F can undertake up to variable delay range from 20ms to 50ms and 20% of packet loss. However, DR cannot maintain the JND value unless no network impairment.
**TABLE 1.** Different attributes of variable delay with Jitter Setting and rate of packet loss in testing scenarios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jitter Settings</th>
<th>Variable Delay</th>
<th>Packet Loss (% of 1000 packet per second Transmission rate)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alpha Beta</td>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>Min (ms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 19 0</td>
<td>1 20</td>
<td>TS1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 30 20</td>
<td>20 50</td>
<td>TS7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 50 50</td>
<td>50 100</td>
<td>TS13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 100 100</td>
<td>100 200</td>
<td>TS19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7. Comparison of prediction techniques with the aspect of accuracy in position data.

Figure 8. Comparison of prediction techniques with the aspect of smoothness consistency in position update.

Figure 9. Comparison of prediction techniques with the aspect of accuracy in force data.

Figure 10. Comparison of prediction techniques with the aspect of smoothness consistency in force update.
VI. CONCLUSIONS

A new predictive approach applied in haptic data, named as Trust Strategy Prediction (TSP) is introduced in this paper. As well as an evaluation applying the quantitative model is presented to analyse the performance in term of accuracy and smoothness consistency of haptic update as compared two well-known haptic data predictor: Dead Reckoning (DR) and velocity/yank estimation with filtering mechanism (E+F). Moreover, it is worth to noting the advantage of using quantitative analysis in haptic data prediction is able to easily identify the maximum threshold of network impairments for just-noticeable different (JND) in stability of haptic interaction. The results as shown in the quantitative analysis have proven performance of TSP is better through the comparison with DR and E+F and in terms of accuracy and smoothness updates. Furthermore, TSP is capable to undertake with the larger threshold of network impairments as compared to DR and E+F while maintaining the smoothness of haptic update.
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